
Advanced Topics in Computing - AO
Assignment
First assignment: Interactive Theorem Proving Foundations

Deadline
By July 14, 2019 send by email to cezarykaliszyk@gmail.com the report and source.

Task
Implement a proof assistant kernel for minimal propositional logic. The implementation should
be based on simple type theory. You can use your favorite programming language. Write a short
report (one page) that describes your implementation choices and presents a small case study.

Suggested workflow
1. Choose a programming language.

A language that supports algebraic types is recommended (Scala, Haskell, OCaml, C++,. . . )

2. Specify a datatype of STT types.

A type is either a variable (you can represent them by numbers, or strings)
or a function from a type to a type.

3. Specify the datatype of STT terms.

A term is either a variable (with a name and a type),
an abstraction (with a name, type, and subterm)
or and application (of two term).

4. Provide safe term constructors

They should only allow building well typed terms.
For example an application where argument does not match function can raise an exception.

5. Implement the functions impI, impE, assume.

They need to immediately use the term constructors provided in the previous step.
E.g. impE : term → term → term

6. Add a simple type printer that lets you see the proved proposition (type of term).

7. Choose a proposition that you will prove using the functions defined in step 5 and print using
the printer from step 6. Example: (these are actual language function calls. do adapt to
syntax)

input:
impI(x,impI(y,impE(assume(y,fun(a,b)),assume(x,a))))

output:
|- a -> (a -> b) -> b
because
|- λx:a. λy:(a→b). y x : a→(a→b)→b

8. Discuss your implementation choices in a short report

cezarykaliszyk@gmail.com


Optional ideas (If the task was too simple for you, ordered by difficulty)
• Add more connectives (conjunction? negation?)
• Is it possible to add classical logic easily?
• Add a subgoal package
• Define automation based on type inference
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